
EDGE
A new range of recessed directional LED fixtures.
Cooled with passive heatsink. The LED unit can be
rotated horizontally with 355° and tilted vertically.
Various shapes in single, double or triple
configurations form a wide range of options in round,
rectangular or dipped frames. Various accessories
and colour combinations, including metallic gold,
enable you to customize the experience and to
create an atmosphere that underlines the exclusivity
of the installation.

DESCRIPTION
A new range of recessed directional LED fixtures.
Cooled with passive heatsink. The LED unit can be
rotated 355° horizontally and tilted 25° vertically.
Various shapes in single, double or triple
configurations form a wide range of options in round,
rectangular or dipped frames. Various accessories
and colour combinations enable you to customize the
experience and to create an atmosphere that
underlines the exclusivity of the installation.

LED INFO
The Cree COB modules come in a variety of options
of beam angle, output and colour
temperature.

ORDERING
Light unit, frame, colours and accessories can be
configured, allowing you to maximise
flexibility. It is also possible to mix colours, beam
angles and lumen intensities within one fixture.

RANGE
The range consists of a 70mm size LED module,
later to be extended with a 50mm
version. Available in various light outputs from 1200
to 3000lm with spot, medium and
flood beams in 2700K, 3000K and 4000K. Standard
available in CRI90. The LED driver is remote (to be
placed on the ceiling) and available in fixed output or
DALI control.

POWER SUPPLY
230-240V 50/60Hz (LED driver included) . DALI
control available.

INSTALLATION
Installation in open or ventilated ceilings. Light unit
snaps into pre-installed frame.

DATASHEET

Type Code Power (w) CCT (K) Light Output (lm) CRI V/Hz lm/W
KOD EKLENECEK 10 950 2700 >90 220 - 240 / 50 - 60 95
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